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Colonial Printing Mailing and Packaging is mid-sized hybrid shop located in Huntsville, AL. The plant
supports digital, wide format, commercial, media and recently expanded into packaging. Equipment
includes a 40” 6-color Heidelberg press with in-line AQ coating, Bobst die cutters, multiple folder/gluers.
Colonial is the largest packaging printer in the Huntsville area with customers around the country

. 

Originally targeting media and commercial
print, the business had grown tremendously
and moved from a 10,000 sq ft warehouse
to a 40,000 sq ft facility. At that point, newly
appointed president Dale Ford realized the
expansion was not complete with a
comprehensive MIS software system that
included folding carton packaging. "In 2018,
we were primarily a commercial and media
printer. Folding carton is now 70% of our
business."

The problem was a decades old estimating
system. In addition, a myriad of disparate
software pieces linked the workflow
together, “I walked into a plant which had no
true MIS system: They had an estimating
system, but a lot of time was wasted
because it was not set up correctly," Ford
explains.

Legacy system replaced 

Automation eliminates
touches, reduces time 

OVERVIEW

According to Jeff Collins, Production Manager,
"We realized we needed to automate the flow
from estimating to production.  And that
automation would save us a lot of money. It
takes out those non-value add activities and
tasks and just throws them away!

"A lot of the human error is also taken out.  
No more 20-30 touch points for an operator
just to put the accurate information into that
job."



"HiFlow offers a total picture of the plant
in real time with real data and gives us
the ability--especially us in operations
and manufacturing-- of what's happening
on the plant floor at any time. I have all
the data i need to assess situations and
make decisions. There's no solution we
could find that that does the automation
like HiFlow does."

Collins reflects further: "Having a
schedule on a screen that everyone can
see--this is my machine, and this is what
job i'm running-- you can have that high
level overview with HiFlow."

...whether we're dealing with die lines,
embellishments, foil spot, UV coating--
all of which go into really awesome
packaging--HiFlow will support it.  It
allows us to understand exactly what
we need to do to that folding carton job
and it's extremely simple to
understand.

What in your opinion stands out in HiFlow's
MIS/MES systems?

Collins: The software hits on all those smart
factory and Industry 4.0 bullet points.  I have all
the data i need to assess situations and make
decisions. And there's no solution that we could
find that that does the automation like HiFlow
does.

Control and visibility

Data available instantly

“One of my biggest frustrations was
figuring out the WIP." Ford says. "I was
needing to do this all manually, which
took a day and a half at the end of every
month to get just a guestimate.” With
HiFlow, end of month accounting
processes take minutes, is exact and up
to the minute. 

"I get all the data," Collins says. "HiFlow
offers that total picture of the plant in
real time with real data and gives us the
ability--especially us in operations and
manufacturing-- of what's happening on
the plant floor at any time. 



"I now have dynamic scheduling! So I no
longer have to sit in planning meetings for
30 minutes to figure out how to best plan
a job to make sure it meets the customer's
expectation," Collins elaborates.

"I think it’s going to have a big impact in
our shop and our workflow being able to
take all those different variables into
account. That's going to add up and make
us more efficient."

"I can plan a job with the click of a
button and know exactly when I can
turn something around based on the
estimate, and with information from
inventory, it alerts me about
anything that may be wrong." 

Scheduling simplified
Implementation experience

“The key to a successful integration of
new software is the feeling of not being
just a number. The HiFlow team visited
our facility and we were introduced to all
the people who would build the system.
You know those involved in the project
and implementing it by their first names,"
says Ford. 

Collins concurs. "It's extremely important
that you have a team behind  the
solution that understands your business,
understands the pitfalls of integrating
something new and transitioning from an
old legacy solution to the new solution.

"With HiFlow, the people on the team
were absolutely phenomenal in the
planning and preparation phase. We
always knew where we were at in the
process and we were always kept on
task.  There’s a lot of requirements that
need to happen to integrate a solution
like this and they walked us the whole
way through."

Collins reflects on Colonial's
implementation experience. "One of the
key things that I've learned from this
integration is how the HiFlow system
really fits our specific needs in packaging.
We couldn't find that in any other
solutions."
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Have a question?

HiFlow Solutions
66 W Flagler St, Suite 935
Miami, FL 33130

We implement - fast. The HiFlow system
combines MIS and MES software with easy
ERP integration.

We fill your ERP gaps. By optimizing ERP
systems with MIS and MES features
required for packaging and label printing.

We create automated environments.
With seamless connections from order
intake to shipping and invoicing.

We feed you data. With insights from real-
time, critical information from your
production shop floor, personnel, and
equipment.

We let you see. From smart scheduling to
nested layouts to workflow diagrams,
instantly see where you stand within the
job.

HiFlow Solutions MIS software is an end-to-end management information system
with comprehensive tools that automate packaging workflow and business
processes so companies can compete more effectively in the marketplace, maintain
faster and leaner production times, and increase margins of profit. 

HiFlow’s consultative
approach seeks to
understand your packaging
company’s unique set of
challenges, problems and
needs FIRST. We sell a
solution, not a product.


